Electrons can be reflected at an interface between two metals because of a dielectric barrier or different properties of the Fermi surface. Andreev reflection allows to directly measure normal reflection when one of the metals is a superconductor. We have investigated normal reflection at interfaces between non-magnetic normal metals and superconducting Nb (T c = 9.2 K) and Al (T c = 1.2 K). The distribution of the values of the relative strength of the interface barrier, Z, for a number of contacts of a specific metal combination shows a well-defined peak which can be attributed to Fermi surface mismatch. Our reflection coefficients are generally smaller than those predicted theoretically or those derived from proximity-effect studies of normal-superconductor bi-layers.
I. INTRODUCTION
For practical nanoscale applications, including spintronics, the quality of an interface matters. To develop new devices it is important to understand their properties. The normal reflection coefficient R, or the complementary transmission coefficient τ = 1 − R, is one of the parameters that characterizes an interface. It informs how large a fraction of the incident electrical current is not transported through an interface. Reflection or transmission at metal interfaces has mainly been investigated with the help of superconducting proximity effect measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] and the current perpendicular to the plane magnetoresistance (CPP-MR) studies [5] [6] [7] [8] using thin films. Point-contact Andreev reflection spectroscopy offers a different approach to this problem and does not require thin-film samples. It is a differential method as it compares the normal reflection of the two-particle electron -hole process to that of a single-particle one. Andreev reflection at a superconductor -normal metal interface is described by the BTK-model [9] with only three adjustable parameters: the energy gap of the superconductor 2∆, the temperature T which is measured independently, and the relative strength Z of a δ-function interface barrier. This simple model has been extended to take into account the effects of spin polarization [10, 11] and the finite Cooper pair lifetime [12] .
It has been suggested [13] that the BTK Z parameter consists of two parts, Z b describing the strength of a real tunneling barrier at the contact and Z 0 the reflection caused by the mismatch of the different electronic structures on each side of the interface. The Z parameter is related to the transmission coefficient τ = 1/(1 + Z 2 ). Without tunneling barrier only Fermi surface mismatch contributes, providing a lower limit for the reflection coefficient of a specific metal -metal combination when a tunneling barrier is absent. We present here the results of our point contact measurements on the normal reflection at interfaces between superconducting Nb and Al in contact with non-magnetic noble metals Ag, Cu and Pt. (0.25 mm diameter) using the shear method. Their differential resistance was recorded in the standard four-wire scheme with low-frequency current modulation. A review of experimental point-contact techniques is given in [14] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

Most of the measurements with
The differential resistance spectra can be divided into different groups [15, 16] of which we have analysed only those contacts with an Andreev-type spectra with or without side peaks using the modified BTK model that takes into account the finite Cooper pair lifetime [12] .
The normal-state resistance was restricted to 1-100 Ω. 
III. DISCUSSION
Interfaces between different metals should always have some amount of normal reflection caused by their different electronic structures, the so called Fermi surface mismatch (FSM).
It is difficult to predict exactly the contribution of FSM to normal reflection because it depends strongly on the material and the crystal orientations at the interface. The onset of the Γ(Z) histograms defines the smallest possible value for the Z parameter (or the maximum transmission coefficient) which has been reached in our experiments. We believe that these contacts have a negligible tunneling barrier and the crystal directions are barrier at the contact. The width of the Z distribution is unlikely to be caused by tunneling because that should be less reproducible and lead to a wider variation of the observed Z values. The Z values obtained from our analysis are presented in Table I .
Thin film proximity effect measurements have lead to transmission coefficients of only approximately 0.3 for Nb in contact with non-magnetic normal metals [2] . CPP-MR studies result in transmission coefficients of similar size even though there should be no oxide barriers in either of these experiments [2, 7, 8] . We can only speculate that our much larger transmission coefficients could be caused, for example, by effects related to the different size of the samples or different properties of thin films and bulk wires. It might also be possible that the different measurement techniques observe different effects -we are investigating
Andreev reflection as function of bias voltage and in the proximity effect as well as in the CPP-MR studies the transport is observed at zero bias.
The histograms in Figure 2 also highlight the differences and similarities of the inves- 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated normal reflection at interfaces between noble metals and superconducting Nb and Al. The measured differential resistance spectra were analysed with a modified BTK model which yielded a rather well-defined Z parameter of normal reflection which seems to represent Fermi surface mismatch.
